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Georgia Moutafidou
Walking through the Lublin old town even virtually was fascinating. Firstly, one of my favourite parts has to
be the Dominican Abbey. Lublin was an important centre of the church administration represented by an
archdeacon. The architecture of the temple is magnificent. Additionally, inside the Lublin Castle I really liked
the Holy Trinity Chapel. The castle's Chapel of the Holy Trinity was built to serve as a royal
chapel. Furthermore, I really liked the old town market. The Old Town Market was established nearly 700
years ago, after the Lublin war granted the town charter. Also one of the most memorable things are
definitely the houses many of which maintained their antique character and ornaments from hundreds of
years ago. To conclude, the ride in general was an amazing experience and very different from what us
Greeks are used to.

Eleonora Beqo
The video '' Walking in LUBLIN'' gives the feeling of wanting to visit this unique city! My first impression
from the video was the architecture of Lublin, it feels like being in a fairytale. Especially the colorful old
town. Not to mention all the buildings are well preserved. Also the painting and the art that can be found in
the castle, is something that caught me by surprise. A small city like Lublin having paintings that can be
found mostly in capital cities, is not a thing that you see everyday. Last but not least, the video shows that
polish people are taking care of the environment. you could not see any trash in the street which really is
important for the environment.

Valia Prasa
<<Walking in Lublin>>
The castle was simple in style, with many harmonic colors but breathtaking in size.
The art decoration on the wall of the castle got me shocked!
The holy trinity chapel seems very rich in wall paintings.
The northern city center is the greener city center I have ever seen. There are not depressing block of flats 
and also the buildings are not too close to each other.
Krakowskieprzedmiescie seems like it would be a great place for a walk if it wasn't for the rain.

Evangelia Papadopoulou
1. The Lublin castle was originally made of wood, till the mid-13th century by witch time it was surrounded 
with bricks
2. The uniformity of the building's architecture is really pleasant for the eye
3. By the 14th century Lublin became a great commercial and business center due to his suitable location
4. Fountains decorate a lot city squares with different patrons and shapes
5. The churches represent great examples of culture and Central European civilization

Marios Eftychios Ntoumpouridis
The cracow gate is simple but stunning at the same time.
The old town market square has interesting architecture.
The Dominican Abbey is rich, beautifully decorated with gold and paintings, its carved doors are 
breathtaking.
The po fraze square has an open view that clears your mind and has cafes that eminate warmness.
The bridge's tiled road gifts to the old town an air of tradition and friendliness.
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